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I.INTRODUCTION 
 

Two vital attributes of CMOS gadgets are high clamor 

invulnerability and low static power utilization. Since 

one transistor of the match is constantly off, the 

arrangement blend draws huge power just quickly 

amid turning among on and off states. Subsequently, 

CMOS gadgets don't create as much waste warmth as 

different types of rationale, for instance transistor– 

transistor rationale (TTL) or N-type metal-oxide- 

semiconductor rationale (NMOS) rationale, which 

ordinarily make them stand current notwithstanding 

when not evolving state. CMOS additionally permits a 

high thickness of rationale works on a chip. It was 

fundamentally therefore that CMOS turned into the 

most utilized innovation to be executed in very- 

large-scale integration (VLSI) chips.  

 

The expression "metal– oxide– semiconductor" is a 

reference to the physical structure of certain field-

effect transistors, having a metal door anode put over 

an oxide separator, which thus is over a 

semiconductor material. Aluminum was once utilized 

yet now the material is polysilicon. Other metal doors 

have made a rebound with the appearance of high-κ 

dielectric materials in the  CMOS procedure, as 

reported by IBM and Intel for the 45 nanometer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

hub and littler sizes. "CMOS" alludes to both a 

specific style of advanced hardware plan and the 

group of procedures used to execute that hardware 

on coordinated circuits (chips). CMOS hardware 

disperses less power than rationale families with 

resistive burdens. Since this preferred standpoint has 

expanded and developed more essential, CMOS 

procedures and variations have come to overwhelm, 

accordingly most by far of present day coordinated 

circuit fabricating is on CMOS forms. 

 

CMOS circuits utilize a blend of p-sort and n-type 

metal– oxide– semiconductor field-effect transistor 

(MOSFETs) to execute rationale doors and other 

advanced circuits.  

 

Despite the fact that CMOS rationale can be 

executed with discrete gadgets for showings, 

business CMOS items are incorporated circuits made 

out of up to billions of transistors of the two sorts, 

on a rectangular bit of silicon of somewhere in the 

range of 10 and 400 mm2.CMOS dependably utilizes 

all improvement mode MOSFETs. True Single Phase 

Clock (TSPC) is a general unique flip-flop that works 

at fast and expends low power. The capacity of a 

clocked storage component is to catch the data at a 

specific minute in time and protect it as long as it is 

required by the advanced framework. Having said as 
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much, it is unimaginable to expect to characterize a 

storage component without characterizing its 

relationship to a clocking instrument in a 

computerized framework, which is utilized to decide 

discrete time occasions. This definition is general 

and ought to incorporate different methods for 

executing an advanced framework. All the more 

especially the component that decides time in a 

synchronous framework is the clock. 

 

 
 

Fig 1. A traditional (simple) flip-flop circuit 

based on bipolar junction transistors. 

 

A clock signal is delivered by a clock generator. 

Albeit increasingly complex game plans are utilized, 

the most widely recognized clock signal is as a 

square wave with a half obligation cycle, generally 

with a fixed, consistent recurrence. Circuits utilizing 

the clock signal for synchronization may end up 

dynamic at either the rising edge, falling edge, or, 

on account of twofold information rate, both in the 

rising and in the falling edges of the clock cycle. 

 

Clock signals are normally stacked with the best 

fanout and work at the most noteworthy velocities 

of any signal inside the synchronous framework. 

Since the information signals are given a transient 

reference by the clock signals, the clock waveforms 

must be especially perfect and sharp. Moreover, 

these clock signals are especially 

influencedbyinnovationscaling (see Moore's law), in 

that long worldwide interconnect lines become 

essentially progressively resistive as line 

measurements are diminished.  

 

This expanded line opposition is one of the 

essential purposes behind the expanding 

importance of clock appropriation on synchronous 

execution. At long last, the control of any 

distinctions and vulnerability in the entry times of 

the clock signals can seriously restrain the greatest 

execution of the whole framework and make 

cataclysmic race conditions in which an inaccurate 

information signal may hook inside a register. 

 

Most synchronous advanced frameworks comprise of 

fell banks of sequential registers with combinational 

rationale between each arrangement of registers. The 

practical necessities of the computerized framework 

are fulfilled by the rationale stages. Every rationale 

arrange presents defer that influences timing 

execution, and the planning execution of the 

computerized structure can be assessed with respect 

to the planning necessities by a planning 

examination. Regularly extraordinary thought must 

be made to meet the planning prerequisites. For 

instance, the worldwide execution and nearby 

planning prerequisites might be fulfilled by the 

watchful addition of pipeline registers into similarly 

divided time windows to fulfill basic most pessimistic 

scenario timing limitations. The best possible plan of 

the clock dispersion arrange guarantees that basic 

planning necessities are fulfilled and that no race 

conditions exist.  

 

II. TRUE SINGLE PHASE CLOCK 

ARCHITECHTURE 

 
Most integrated circuits (ICs) of adequate 

unpredictability utilize a clock signal with the end 

goal to synchronize diverse parts of the circuit, 

cycling at a rate slower than the most pessimistic 

scenario inside engendering delays. At times, in 

excess of one clock cycle is required to play out an 

anticipated activity. As ICs turn out to be more mind 

boggling, the issue of providing exact and 

synchronized clocks to every one of the circuits turns 

out to be progressively troublesome. The 

transcendent case of such complex chips is the 

microchip, the focal part of present day PCs, which 

depends on a clock from a precious stone oscillator. 

The main special cases are non concurrent circuits, 

for example, offbeat CPUs. 

 

A clock signal may likewise be gated, that is, joined 

with a controlling signal that empowers or 

handicaps the clock signal for a specific piece of a 

circuit. This method is frequently used to spare 

power by effectively closing down bits of an  

advanced circuit when they are not being used, but 

rather includes some significant pitfalls of 

expanded intricacy in timing investigation. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipolar_junction_transistor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bipolar_junction_transistor
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Fig 2. Block diagram of FIFO with storage. 

In figure 2, a long fall-through time in long FIFOs, 

the engineering should never again move the 

information words through all memory areas. The 

issue is fathomed by a roundabout memory with 

two pointers. In a roundabout FIFO idea, the 

memory address of the approaching information is 

in the compose pointer. The location of the main 

information word in the FIFO that will be perused 

out is in the perused pointer. After reset, the two 

pointers demonstrate a similar memory area. After 

each compose task, the compose pointer is set to 

the following memory area. The perusing of an 

information word sets the read pointer to the 

following information word that will be perused 

out. The read pointer continually pursues the 

compose pointer. At the point when the read 

pointer comes to the compose pointer, the FIFO is 

vacant. In the event that the compose pointer gets 

up to speed with the read pointer. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
Algorithm- 

Step 1- Firstly make design in DSCH software using 

available component then make connection 

between them as per requirement. 

Step 2- Now press run simulation and see output in 

terms of LED glow or not, if input and clock is on 

and led glow then designed circuit give proper 

output otherwise there are some errors in circuit. 

Step 3- Now save this design and make verilog file, 

then a verilog file will be generated automatic. 

Step 4- Open Microwind software and compile 

verilog file. Then generate CMOS layout. Now 

calculate parameters and compare result. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         Fig 3.  Flow Chart 

 

This work proposes 18-transistor SPC (18TSPC), a 

SPC FF with only 18 transistors (the lowest reported 

for a fully static contention-free SPC FF) with a 

novel master-slave Fig. 3. Simulation results show 

TCFF internal node voltages at (a) VDD = 1.2 V and 

(b) VDD = 0.6 V when D rising at CK = 0 [15]. 

topology With a simplified topology, it delivers a 

20% reduction in cell area compared to TGFF. 

Unlike SoA designs, 18TSPC meets all ultra-low 

power FF design requirements. It has been 

implemented in 65-nm CMOS along with a TGFF.  

 

This proves EDA compatibility and demonstrates 

circuit and system-level benefits. The design was 

first simulated then experimentally validated at 0.7 

V, 25 ◦C, at various data activity rate (α), showing 

that the proposed 18TSPC achieves reductions of 

68% and 73% in overall (Pα=10%) and clock 

dynamic power (Pα=0%), respectively, and 27% 

lower leakage compared to TGFF.Furthermore, 

unlike TCFF, the measurements indicate superior 

18TSPC in performance. 
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IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT 

 
Proposed 18-transistor single-phase clocked 

(TSPCFF)  

 

 
 

Fig 4. showing design of transistor single-phase 

clocked. AND gate, PMOS and CMOS component 

are using to design this circuit. To check result, 

when clk=1 d=1 then output=1 

   

Layout of 18-TSPCFF 

Fig 5. presentation CMOS layout design of TGFF, it 

includes various metal, PMOS, NMOS and contact 

points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6.  Delay plot of previous vs proposed design 

Table 1. Simulation Parameter of 18-TSPCFF 

 

 

Fig 7. Area plot of previous vs proposed design 

 

Therefore to see all simulated result and parameter 

values, it is observed that proposed design 

performance is better than previous designs. 

 

V.CONCLUSION 

 
This paper proposed 18TSPC, a fully static and 

contention free SPC FF with the lowest reported 

number of transistors(18), demonstrating a 

significant cell area reduction with respect to the 

conventional TGFF. Although a performance 

penalty is observed, thanks to the low-power 

characteristic of the proposed design, 18TSPC 

achieves more. A brief summary of the proposed 

18TSPC and comparison with prior works is 

presented. Therefore The proposed 18TSPC has 

better power characteristics than the previous. 

 

 

 

S.No Parameters Value 

1 Area 374.0µm 

2 Power 7.749µW 

3 Delay 7ns 

4 
Power Delay 

Product 
542.43 

5 Rise time 0.025ns 

6 Fall Time 0.025ns 
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